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Did you travel to Ireland to attend the Irish Open?

On the day of competition, where did you travel from?

How would you describe your experience with the 
facilities at the venue?

Central Dublin  29.8%

Greater Dublin  37.3%

Leinster   6.0%

Rest of Ireland  14.9%

Other    11.9%
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How would you describe your experience finding and travelling to the venue?

• Easy to get to by car especially if coming from outside 
Dublin

• Poorly served by public transport especially for early 
check-ins: irregular bus times

• Long walk from gate to NIA

• Heavy traffic approaching shopping centre
• Difficult to get taxis to attend
• Great parking
• Convenient for the airport

Were you satisfied with the setup in the fencing hall?

• Unintuitive piste numbering

• Pistes taped poorly

• Glare from sunlight

• Glare from floodlights

• Unreliable scoring boxes

• Great fencing surface

• Best venue for years
• Hall was amazing
• Superb venue, very impressive

• Results/rankings only posted in one part of large hall and printouts 
arrived slowly: mainly relied on web stream

• Great to have access to FIE referees - preferable to self-refereeing
• Liked having individual and team on same day
• Would prefer not to have to fence two events on same day
• Would prefer two rounds of pools
• Unclear start time for Women’s Foil in particular
• Quality of event has increased every year
• Scoring boxes carried no indication of whether using old or new sabre 

timings - limited flexibility for sabreurs to move piste

• Disappointing food options: 
expensive and limited

• Poor signage in the hall
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If you fenced the Satellite, how would you describe your experience with 
Weapon Control?

Very poor Poor Neither Good Very good

Men’s Épée
Entry fee  86% satisfied or very satisfied
Start time 100% satisfied or very satified
Organisation 100% good or very good

Men’s Foil
Entry fee  75% satisfied or very satisfied
Start time 11% too early
Organisation 75% good or very good

Men’s Sabre
Entry fee  80% satisfied or very satisfied
Start time 23% too early
Organisation 100% good or very good

Women’s Épée
Entry fee  67% satisfied or very satisfied
Start time 22% too early
Organisation 100% good or very good

Women’s Foil
Entry fee  60% satisfied or very satisfied
Start time 33% too late
Organisation 92% good or very good

Women’s Sabre
Entry fee  80% satisfied or very satisfied
Start time 20% too late
Organisation 100% good or very good

team eventS
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How would you describe the value for money 
of the entry fee?

Satisfied
86%

Too early
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Too late
10%

Were you happy with the start time?

Very good
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How would you describe the organisation of 
the event?

• PA very unclear even after fixes - hindered rather than helped
• No clear communication of actual event start time
• Big delay getting going and finishing
• Lots of people had left by the time medals were handed out
• Took ages to do the final
• Lots of waiting around and confusion about the format
• Would have been nicer to fence more matches
• Great addition to the event
• Outstanding DT

• Appreciated that fees and format were adapted to size of 
entry

• Fantastically organised
• Great idea to hold it as part of the Irish Open
• Refereeing was great and is a must for team events
• Men’s Foil began over an hour late
• Excellent experience competing against international fencers
• Very unimpressed by the lack of bronze medals presented for 

team events, especially considering the entry fee

overall impreSSionS
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Finally the big question...
Would you be likely to recommend the Irish Open 2018 to a friend or clubmate?
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Suggestions for future Irish Opens

Your comments - in full!

• The fact all weapons were fenced on one day made a difference 
to those sharing transport and allowed fencers to travel together 
where they normally would be on separate days.

• The second day team event is a great idea which I feel will catch 
on in the next few years.  

• This year was particularly good and with aims for improvement I 
am left hopeful and looking forward to future events.

• It’s a friendly, well run, competition in a new and very attractive 
venue 

• Felt a lot more like an international competition and the reffing 
was the best there has been at any Irish competitions in a long 
time! (Did not have to ref ourselves)

• Very well organised, high level of fencers present, great venue, 
great opportunity to see what goes into the FIE satellites

• Excellent experience competing with international fencers, in an 
organised setting.  

• The combination of individual and team means you can fence 
your primary weapon both days.

• Overall cost of the weekend far exceeds any other Competition, 
especially for those who have to travel.

• Great venue, good standard and excellently run. 
• Would recommend it to Epeeists and Foilists more highly than 

to Sabreurs as sabre was not as well catered for in terms of the 
quality of equipment.

• Would recommend - it’s a handy opportunity to meet and fence 
against fencers from not only all around Ireland (such an event 
has a large attraction force), but also from around the world. It 
also is a great opportunity for team fights, as these events are not 
as common as the individual competitions.

• Venue great. Competition tough. All very positive
• Skill level is quite high, the event does a poor job attracting 

mediocre skilled fencers so my clubmates would struggle too 
greatly.

• It is a great opportunity to compete against the best fencers in 
Ireland and abroad. 

• The Arena made this year really special for me as it added an 
atmosphere of internationality and athletism that most fencing 
halls lack. I also liked the spaciousness of the venue and found 
the bright, airy feel made me more positive on piste.

• Just a lovely competition with a friendly atmosphere yet still a 
decent standard of fencing. I’ve already recommended it...

• It is in a great location and great city with good fencing so as 
an all round experience it is very good and all the problems are 
easily solvable

• The athmosphere us great, same with the people. Just work on 
the technical standards

• Well organised competition. Please note that this year it fell on 
the same date as Welsh Open.


